Recommender systems may be confounded by various types of confounding factors (also called confounders) that may lead to inaccurate recommendations and sacrificed recommendation performance. Current approaches to solving the problem usually design each specific model for each specific confounder. However, real-world systems may include a huge number of confounders and thus designing each specific model for each specific confounder could be unrealistic. More importantly, except for those “explicit confounders” that experts can manually identify and process such as item’s position in the ranking list, there are also many “latent confounders” that are beyond the imagination of experts. For example, users’ rating on a song may depend on their current mood or the current weather, and users’ preference on ice creams may depend on the air temperature. Such latent confounders may be unobservable in the recorded training data. To solve the problem, we propose Deconfounded Causal Collaborative Filtering (DCCF). We first frame user behaviors with unobserved confounders into a causal graph, and then we design a front-door adjustment model carefully fused with machine learning to deconfound the influence of unobserved confounders. Experiments on real-world datasets show that our method is able to deconfound unobserved confounders to achieve better recommendation performance.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Machine learning; • Information systems → Recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems occupy an expanding role in daily decision making, such as e-commerce, video streaming and social media. Most of the existing recommendation models learn from the collective historical interactions to achieve good recommendation performance. However, the collected data may have been affected by various types of confounders, i.e., variables that affect both treatment assignment (which item to be exposed to the user) and outcome (whether the user likes the item) [18, 27, 44], which may lead to spurious correlation [40, 51]. As a result, the collected data may not represent the accurate preference of users. Therefore, recommendation algorithms that are trained with confounded data may result in inaccurate recommendations and sacrificed performance.

The existence of confounders naturally leads to a question: can we develop models to mitigate the influence of confounders so as to estimate more accurate user-item preferences? To answer this question, current approaches usually identify one specific confounder based on researchers’ expertise. Then, they design specific models to tackle the pre-identified confounding problem. For instance, many models are proposed to handle the popularity confounders [17, 47, 58, 60, 61], click confounders [35, 40, 41], exposure confounders [1, 12, 34, 55], etc. Existing efforts have performed well on combating these manually identified confounders. However, real-world systems may involve a huge number of confounders, which makes it unrealistic to design each specific model for each
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specific confounder. Moreover, the confounders are not limited to the “explicit confounders” that can be manually identified by experts based on their knowledge, but also include many “latent confounders” that can be hardly identified or measured. For example, a user’s interaction and rating with music recommendations can be affected by his/her current mood or spirit, however, the mood or spirit cannot be quantitatively measured or logged in the training data. The large number of confounders and the existence of latent confounders make it important to develop “universal” deconfounded recommendation models that are agnostic to certain types or certain numbers of confounders. It is worth mentioning that deconfounding is similar with debiasing in some cases but they are different concepts. Confounding requires the confounders to affect both treatments (exposures) and outcomes (feedbacks), while biases such as exposure bias or selection bias only result in non-uniform exposures [51]. More specifically, if a variable affects both exposures and feedbacks, it creates the discrepancy between the observed and true feedbacks, which is the confounding issue. Otherwise, if a variable only leads to non-uniform exposures, it is the normal biasing issues.

Broadly speaking, the confounders can be classified into global confounders and personal confounders, as shown in Figure 1. Global confounders are those that influence preferences of all users in a consistent way, while personal confounders are those that affect different users differently. For example, the air temperature can be a global confounder for users’ preferences on ice creams—during normal times, some users tend to like ice creams while others tend to dislike ice creams, however, an extremely high temperature may increase both groups’ preference on ice creams. On the other hand, the weather can be a personal confounder for users’ preferences on game consoles, which means it may have different effects for different users. For example, some users preferences on game consoles might decrease in sunny days while increasing in rainy days. This is because they choose to take outdoor activities in sunny days but stay at home in rainy days. However, for other users, their preference on game consoles may increase in sunny days because they have certain
skin disease and avoid going outside when it’s sunny. This complex nature of confounders makes it challenging to design deconfounded recommendation models.

Fortunately, causal inference techniques—especially front-door adjusted models—make it possible to design a unified deconfounding model for both global and personal unobserved confounders [27, 51]. Actually, the essence of recommendation is trying to answer a “what if” question: what would happen if we recommend a certain item to a target user? Inspired by causal collaborative filtering [50, 52, 53], this “what if” question can be represented as $P(y \mid u, do(v))$, where $u, v$ is a user-item pair and $y$ is the estimated preference score. In particular, the user, item, and preference can be formulated into a causal graph, while unobserved global or personal confounders present possible connections to the user, item and preference nodes (Figure 1). Technically, we identify inherent item features as a mediator variable $M$ between item and preference that is independent from the influence of confounders (Figure 3, more details later). Based on mediator analysis, we are able to estimate the deconfounded user-item preference $P(y \mid u, do(v))$ based on front-door adjustments rooted in causal theory [27], where $u, v$ is a pair of user and item, $y$ is the preference score between them and the $do$-operation is used to model the interventions. Intuitively, the deconfounded preference is used to represent the causal preference if we intervene to recommend item $v$ instead of passively observing item $v$ in training data. Considering the large scale of items in recommender systems, it is impractical to strictly apply the front-door adjustment into the model, therefore, we design a sample-based approach to make it calculable (more details will be shown in Section 4). In the experiments, we compare our model with both state-of-the-art deconfounded recommendation algorithms and traditional association-based recommendation models. The results show that our deconfounded algorithm achieves better recommendation performance than all of the baselines. In summary, we list our key contributions as follows:

- We design a causal graph to describe the data generation process and represent the effects of unobserved confounders in the recommendation scenario.
- To mitigate the effects of unobserved confounders which are not directly measurable, we adapt the front-door adjustment into the proposed deconfounded causal recommendation model.
- We design a sample-based approach integrated with exposure models to make the front-door adjustment calculable despite the large item space.
- Experiments on three real-world datasets show that our deconfounded model outperforms existing deconfounded recommendation models and traditional association-based models.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss the related works in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce some notations, basic concepts and theorems to help readers gain a better understanding of the fundamentals. We introduce our proposed model in Section 4. In Section 5, we experiment on real-world datasets and make discussions. Finally, we conclude the work and discuss future directions in Section 6.

### 2 RELATED WORK

Deconfounded recommender systems aim to remove or reduce the unwanted effect of confounders, which is important to the accurate estimation of user preferences [51]. Among the large number of methods mitigating the confounding effects, causal technique plays an important role. Inverse Propensity Score (IPS) based method is an important approach for deconfounding. The basic idea is to re-weight the observations with inverse propensity scores so as to mitigate the influence of selection bias [35, 41], exposure bias [34, 45, 55], position bias [3, 11, 15, 39], etc. IPS-based methods are well used approaches for deconfounded learning with observational data, but they still suffer from some known issues. For example, the performance of IPS-based methods highly depends on
the accurate estimation of propensity scores [33] and usually suffers from the high variance of the propensity scores [5].

Besides IPS, leveraging causal graph is a powerful approach to deconfounded recommendation. Many existing methods construct a specific causal graph based on certain assumptions to incorporate specific confounders into the data generation process, and then apply causal inference techniques to mitigate the confounding bias. Just to name a few as examples, Zhang et al. [58] assumed that item popularity affects the item exposure and user interaction, and constructed a causal graph incorporated with item popularity to estimate the user-item preferences; Qiu et al. [29] observed visual bias in visual-aware recommendation and that users’ attention to visual features does not always reflect the real preference, and thus developed a causal graph to remove the effect of visual confounders; Li et al. [19] noticed that users’ sensitive features may lead to unfair recommendations and thus developed causal graphs to deconfound the influence of sensitive features in recommendation; Li et al. [18] achieved causal feature selection in factorization machines so as to enhance the robustness of recommendation when the distributions of training data and testing data are different; Wang et al. [40] identified that user clicks may be influenced by item popularity and proposed a deconfounding method to alleviate the amplification of popularity bias. Many other research works are conducted to address different types of confounders, including but not limited to item popularity [2, 9, 17, 47, 60, 61], item exposure [1, 12, 34, 43, 44, 55], user selection [21, 26, 35, 40, 41], and ranking positions [3, 4, 13, 25, 28, 48]. Furthermore, causal and counterfactual reasoning has also been adopted to tackle many other issues in recommender systems such as explainability [14, 37, 38], fairness [19], robustness [7, 18], adversarial attacks [7], data augmentation [6, 46, 49], and evaluating intelligent systems [10].

However, due to the large number of confounders and the existence of unobserved latent confounders, it is unrealistic to design each specific model to tackle each specific confounder. Some recent works took advantage of a subset of unbiased data as supervision to remove confounding effects [57]. However, unbiased data may not always exist and collecting unbiased data can be difficult since the randomized recommendations involved may hurt the user experience. Some recent deconfounded methods rely on certain user information such as user social network in [8]. However, user information may be sensitive and not available sometimes. A recent work by Zhu et al. considers click behavior as mediator and designs a multi-task learning framework that simultaneously learns the probability of click and purchase to mitigate confounding effects [59]. Shang et al. [36] designed a confounder policy to handle the hidden confounder for environment reconstruction on reinforcement learning based recommendation. However, this model is not suitable for general settings.

As a result, a broad-spectrum deconfounded recommendation model to mitigate the confounding effects based on observed data is urgently needed. As we will show later, we incorporate the unobserved confounders into the causal graph and leverage front-door adjustments to mitigate the effect of confounders, which is able to deconfound recommender systems based on observed data without the need to enumerate confounders or collect unbiased datasets.

3 PRELIMINARIES

As we introduced in Section 1, our model is able to estimate the deconfounded user-item preference \( P(y|u, do(v)) \) by leveraging the designed causal graph. We will first introduce some basic concepts in causal theory.

**Definition 1.** (Causal Graph) [27, p.35] A causal graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) \( \mathcal{G} = (U, E) \), which captures the direct causal relationships among the variables.
Fig. 2. $X$ represents treatment variable, $Y$ represents outcome variable, $M$ represents mediator variable, $C$ represents confounder variable. Figure (a) shows variable $C$ as observed and measurable, while in Figure (b), variable $C$ is unobserved or unmeasurable.

The key component of our deconfounded estimation is $do$-operation, which models the interventions, in the estimated preference $P(y|u, do(v))$. We introduce intervention as follows:

**Definition 2. (Intervention)** [27, p.55] We distinguish between cases where a variable $X$ takes a value $x$ naturally and cases where we fix $X = x$ by denoting the later $do(X = x)$. So $P(Y = y|X = x)$ is the probability that $Y = y$ conditioned on finding $X = x$, while $P(Y = y|do(X = x))$ is the probability that $Y = y$ when we intervene to make $X = x$. Similarly, we write $P(Y = y|do(X = x), Z = z)$ to denote the conditional probability of $Y = y$, given $Z = z$, in the distribution created by the intervention $do(X = x)$.

Given a causal graph, there are some methods to estimate the desired interventional probabilities in causal theory. The back-door adjustment and the front-door adjustment are two fundamental theorems in causal inference that can be used to estimate the deconfounded user-item preference using the observational data. However, according to our designed causal graph (will introduce in Section 4.1), the back-door adjustment is not applicable for our causal graph because the confounders are unobserved. We will first introduce the back-door adjustment and the front-door adjustment in causal inference. Additionally, for better understanding, we will mathematically illustrate why back-door adjustment is not applicable in our setting and why we use front-door adjustment instead to estimate the deconfounded user-item preference.

**Definition 3. (Back-door Criterion)** [27, p.61] Given an ordered pair of variables $(X, Y)$ in a causal graph $G$, a set of variables $Z$ satisfies the back-door criterion with respect to $(X, Y)$ if $Z$ satisfies the following conditions:

- No node in $Z$ is a descendant of $X$;
- $Z$ blocks every path between $X$ and $Y$ that contains an arrow into $X$.

With the help of a set of variables that satisfy the back-door criterion, we can adjust for the effect of measured confounders. We take the causal graph in Figure 2(a) as an example. Considering the treatment variable $X$ and the outcome variable $Y$, we want to estimate the effect of $X$ on $Y$, which is denoted as $P(Y = y|do(X = x))$. Due to the existence of confounder $C$, we cannot conclude that $P(Y = y|do(X = x)) = P(Y = y|X = x)$. However, since variable $C$ satisfies the back-door criterion, we use it to adjust the effect, in other words, we are accounting for and measuring all confounders [27, 31]. Therefore, we compute $P(Y = y|do(X = x))$ (abbreviated as $P(y|do(x))$ later) as follows:

$$P(Y = y|do(X = x)) = \sum_c P(Y = y|X = x, C = c)P(C = c)$$

(1)

The above equation is based on the assumption that the confounder variable, which also satisfies the backdoor criterion, is measurable. However, in recommender systems, there may exist various
unobserved or unmeasurable confounding variables (as mentioned in Section 1). To address this setting, we introduce the front-door criterion.

**Definition 4.** (Front-door Criterion) [27, p.69] Given an ordered pair of variables \((X, Y)\) in a causal graph \(G\), a set of variables \(Z\) satisfies the front-door criterion with respect to \((X, Y)\) if \(Z\) satisfies the following conditions:

- \(Z\) intercepts all directed paths from \(X\) to \(Y\).
- There is no unblocked back-door path from \(X\) to \(Z\).
- \(X\) blocks all back-door paths from \(Z\) to \(Y\).

Given a set of variables that satisfies the front-door criterion, we can identify the causal effect with unobserved confounders [27].

**Definition 5.** (Front-door Adjustment) [27, p.69] If a set of variables \(Z\) satisfy the front-door criterion related to an ordered pair of variables \((X, Y)\), and if \(P(x, z) > 0\), then the causal effect of \(X\) on \(Y\) is identifiable and is given by

\[
P(y|do(x)) = \sum_z P(z|x) \sum_{x'} P(y|x', z)P(x')
\]

We take Figure 2(b) as an example. Although variable \(C\) satisfies the back-door criterion, it is not measurable, so the back-door adjustment (Eq.(1)) cannot be applied in this example. Although the back-door adjustment is not applicable here, given that variable \(M\) satisfies the front-door criterion, we can use the front-door adjustment to handle unmeasurable or unobserved confounders. Intuitively, the desired effect can be expressed as follows

\[
P(y|do(x)) = \sum_m P(m|do(x))P(y|do(m))
\]

Since the only parent node of variable \(M\) is \(X\) (thus \(P(m|do(x)) = P(m|x)\) [27]), and variable \(X\) satisfies the back-door criterion with respect to \((M, Y)\) so that we can apply back-door adjustment for \(P(y|do(m))\), therefore, Eq.(3) can be further derived as

\[
P(y|do(x)) = \sum_m P(m|x) \sum_{x'} P(y|x', m)P(x')
\]

We can see Eq.(4) is exactly the front-door adjustment as Eq.(2).

### 4 THE DECONFOUNDED MODEL

In this section, we first introduce our designed causal graph depicting user behaviors with unobserved confounders. We then elaborate on our Deconfounded Causal Collaborative Filtering (DCCF) model. The primary notation used in this section is detailed in Table 1.

**4.1 The Causal Graph**

We formulate the process of user-system interaction as a causal graph shown in Figure 3. We explain the rationality of our designed causal graph from the view of data generation as follows:

- Edges \(\{U, C\} \rightarrow V\) denote that the user will determine which item to interact with, and the unobserved confounder may affect user’s decision.
- Edge \(V \rightarrow M\) denotes that the item will determine the inherent item features. Here, the inherent features of the items that are designed as is from the beginning and will never change. For example, a silver macbook has a color as silver, brand as Apple, memory as 8G, OS as Macintosh. Thus the inherent item feature is solely determined by the item \(V\) and will not be directly influences by user \(U\) and confounders \(C\).
Symbol | Definition
---|---
\( U, u \) | The user variable and the corresponding specific values
\( V, v \) | The item variable and the corresponding specific values
\( M, m \) | The inherent item features and the corresponding specific values
\( Y, y \) | The preference variable and the corresponding specific values
\( C \) | The confounder variable
\( U, V \) | The user set and the item set
\( u, v \) | The representation of user \( u \) and item \( v \)
\( U, V \) | The representation matrix of users and items
\( m_v, m_v \) | The inherent item feature of item \( v \) and the latent representation of the inherent item feature of item \( v \)
\( D_{uv} \) | The dimension of the latent representation of users and items
\( D_m \) | The dimension of the latent representation of inherent item features

Table 1. Notations

- **Edge** \( C \rightarrow U \) denotes that the unobserved confounders may affect user’s preference. For example, as we exemplified in Section 1, weather, as a confounder, may personally affect users and lead to different preference.
- **Edges** \( \{U, M, C\} \rightarrow Y \) denote that the user preference score is determined by user \( U \), inherent item feature \( M \) and unobserved confounders \( C \). Specifically, the user’s preference on a certain item may be affected by inherent item features (e.g., whether the functional attributes of the item conform to user preferences) and the confounding factors (e.g., the weather, the mood, etc.).

The effect of global confounders (e.g., the air temperature as mentioned in Section 1) is represented by edge \( C \rightarrow V \) and edge \( C \rightarrow Y \). The effect of personal confounders (e.g. the mood as mentioned in Section 1) is represented by edge \( C \rightarrow U \), edge \( C \rightarrow V \) and edge \( C \rightarrow Y \).

Setting variable of inherent item features as the mediator is intuitive and reasonable because inherent item features such as the color or brand of products and the genre or director of movies are inherent and fixed properties of an item, which are not influenced by users or external confounders. The inherent item features are not directly affected by users or confounders. Considering a general example, a user will click an item during browsing the website, where the inherent item features may not visible to users at this stage (for example, amazon homepage recommendations only show an image without any text information about the inherent item features). After clicking the item, based on the detailed inherent item features, combining with the effect of unobserved confounders and personal preference, the user will decide like or not, purchase or not, etc. Our model aims to estimate the user’s true preference of an item that is decided by the inherent item features and not affected by confounders.

In order to achieve our purpose during implementation, it is crucial to carefully select the inherent item features to serve as the mediator. Not all item features can be considered as inherent features since the mediator should not be directly affected by users or confounders. Specifically, we only select objective features, including features related to the appearance and functionality of the item, such as item description, color, and other similar features. Some other item features, such as sales rank and related products, are generated based on user’s subjective reviews or user interactions and cannot be selected as the mediator. In real-world scenarios, it may not always be feasible for the selected mediator to completely intercept the causal pathways from the items to the preference variable, resulting in the possibility of direct effects from items to preference. Such a situation violates the front-door criterion and may have a negative impact on the deconfounding performance. However, if the mediator is chosen appropriately, it can capture a significant portion...
of the causal effect, making the direct effect weak and negligible in predicting preference. Hence, the impact on performance may not be significant. We will show some experimental results to illustrate it in Section 5.

It is worth clarifying that the causal graph is used for describing how the collected data was generated. We ultimately build a recommendation model that can leverage this causal graph to produce better estimations of user preferences.

4.2 Estimated Preference Score

In this section, we estimate user preference from a causal view, which aims to answer a what if question: what would be the user’s preference on an item if we intervene to recommend the item to the user. In particular, we estimate a user’s preference if a certain item is recommended to the user, which can be represented as \( P(y|u, do(v)) \). The estimation of the preference score \( P(y|u, do(v)) \) is based on the designed causal graph in Figure 3. From the causal graph as shown in Figure 3, it seems that the desired estimation can be calculated by the back-door adjustment [27, p.61] (as Eq.(1)) since a set of variables \( \{C, U\} \) satisfies the back-door. However, the back-door adjustment is not applicable because variable \( C \) is unobserved or unmeasurable. Therefore, considering the existence of unobserved confounders, we apply front-door adjustment [27, p.69] (following Eq.(2)) to estimate user’s preference on items. Concretely, We estimate the preference score of a \( (u, v) \) pair as follows:

\[
P(y|u, do(v)) = \sum_{m} P(m|v) \sum_{v'} P(v'|u)P(y|u, v', m)
\]

where \( y \) represents the value of preference score and \( m \) represents a specific value of inherent item features \( M \). Here \( m \) integrates all inherent features of an item. For example, an item has inherent features including color, brand, etc. \( m \) represents a inherent feature profile which integrates the specific value of each inherent features, such as color as silver, brand as Apple, etc.

To utilize the item features into model prediction, we represent the item features into the continuous space, then we can rewrite the preference score as follows:

\[
P(y|u, do(v)) = \int_{m} P(m|v) \sum_{v'} P(v'|u)P(y|u, v', m) dm
\]

We denote the described feature of item \( v \) as \( m_v \), and consider the conditional distribution of item feature as \( P(m|v) \sim N(m_v, \sigma_m) \). Using distribution instead of deterministic value is intuitive and reasonable in practice, because the feature of individual product may slightly differ from the described feature for reasons such as quality control issue.

To calculate the integration over item’s inherent feature, we apply Monte Carlo Sampling. More specifically, we sample \( d \) values of \( m \) (i.e., \( m_1, m_2, \cdots, m_d \)) based on the distribution of \( P(m|v) \). Therefore, we can convert the calculation in Eq.(6) as follows:

\[
P(y|u, do(v)) = \frac{1}{d} \sum_{j=1}^{d} \sum_{v'} P(v'|u)P(y|u, v', m_j)
\]

Real-world systems may include a large scale of items, therefore, it is unrealistic to involve all items to estimate the preference of a user-item pair. To tackle this issue, we modify the original front-door adjustment to a sample-based one that is more suitable and realistic for the recommendation scenario. Specifically, we randomly sample a set of items while calculating \( P(y|u, do(v)) \) as a trade-off between efficiency and deconfounding performance (more discussion and results are provided in Section 5.7). The item set for a user-item pair \( (u, v) \) is represented as \( R(u, v) \) (including sampled items and item \( v \)), and the number of sampled items is \( n \), which is a hyper-parameter to be selected.
Fig. 3. The meaning of variables are: \( U \) represents user, \( V \) represents exposed item, \( M \) represents mediator (i.e., the inherent item features), \( Y \) represents user’s preference, and \( C \) represents unobserved confounders. Dashed nodes represent unobserved variables and dashed arrows represent causal relations pointing from unobserved variables.

Fig. 4. The process of estimating preference \( \hat{y}_{uv} \). \( \mathbf{m}_v \) is the feature representation for item \( v \) described in the dataset; \( \mathbf{m}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{m}_d \) are sampled inherent item feature from \( \mathcal{N}(\mathbf{m}_v, \sigma_m) \); \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \) are \( n \) sampled items; \( f_{ij} \) is the conditional preference \( f(u, v_i, m_j) \) of user \( u \) on item \( v_i \) with inherent item feature \( m_j \) (Eq. (13)); \( P_l \) is the exposure probability of item \( v_i \) on user \( u \) (i.e., the \( P_{iv} \) value according to Eq. (11)); \( \hat{y}_{uv} \) is the final preference score between user \( u \) and item \( v \) (Eq. (14)).

We can rewrite Eq. (7) into a sample-based format.

\[
P(y|u, do(v)) = \frac{1}{d} \sum_{j=1}^{d} \sum_{v' \in R(u,v)} P(v'|u)P(y|u, v', m_j)
\]

For each item \( v' \in R(u, v) \) in Eq. (8), its exposure probability (i.e. \( P(v'|u) \)) and conditional preference (i.e. \( P(y|u, v', m_j) \)) are two required values. We will introduce how to calculate them respectively.

4.2.1 Calculate the Exposure Probability. The casual graph and front-door adjustment enable us to expand the expression of \( P(y|u, do(v)) \) (as Eq. (8)). However, to obtain the value of \( P(y|u, do(v)) \) for recommendation, we need to calculate the value of \( P(v'|u) \) as exposure probability which is a part of the expanded \( P(y|u, do(v)) \) expression. The exposure probability \( P(v|u) \) represents the probability of an item \( v \) being exposed to a certain user \( u \). The implicit feedback in the dataset contains binary interactions, which indicates which user interacted with which item. If we take the interacted items as exposed (positive) samples and non-interacted items as unexposed (negative) samples (we will relax this assumption in the following), then we can train an exposure model...
based on pair-wise learning using the following objective:

$$\text{min} - \sum_{u \in U} \sum_{v_u \in \mathcal{V}_u} \sum_{v} \ln(\sigma(p^e_{uv} - p^e_{uv}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

where $\sigma(\cdot)$ is the sigmoid function: $\sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}$, $v^+$ and $v^-$ are positive and negative items for user $u$ respectively, $p^e_{uv}$ is the predicted exposure probability for user-item pair $(u, v)$, which corresponds to $P(v|u)$ in Eq.(8). More specifically, we can apply Matrix Factorization (MF) [16] to calculate $p^e_{uv}$:

$$p^e_{uv} = p_u q_v^T + b_u + b_v + b_g,$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

where $p_u$ and $q_v$ are embedding representations for user $u$ and item $v$, $b_u$ is the user preference offset term, $b_v$ is item preference offset term, and $b_g$ is global offset term. $p_u$, $q_v$, $b_u$, $b_v$, and $b_g$ are all learned in training.

Although we can obtain exposure probabilities based on Eq.(10), it ignores the bias in the observational data, that the non-interacted items may not always represent non-exposed samples. Therefore, the exposure probabilities for some non-interacted items can be underestimated, which leads to inaccurate causal estimation (i.e., Eq.(8)) and further sacrifices the performance.

To address this issue and obtain more accurate exposure probabilities, some efforts have been made, such as doubly robust model [42] and predictive model [20]. For simplicity, we apply the simple IPS-based debiasing technique [34]. Concretely, we use propensity scores to correct the predicted probability.

$$p^e_{uv} = (p_u q_v^T + b_u + b_v + b_g)/p_{uv}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

where $p_{uv}$ is the propensity score for user-item pair $(u, v)$ (calculated as Eq.(18)). Theoretically, Eq.(11) will return more accurate and unbiased exposure probabilities [55]. We will discuss the empirical influence of different exposure models in the experiments section (Section 5.7).

### 4.2.2 Calculate the Conditional Preference

To estimate the desired value of $P(y|u, do(v))$, the conditional preference $P(y|u, v', m_j)$ is an essential component. Recall that $u$ represents a certain user, $v'$ represents a specific item, and $m_j$ represents the representation of inherent item feature. We design a function $f : U \times V \times M \rightarrow Y$ which takes users, items and inherent item features as input and returns preference scores such that $P(y|u, v', m_j)$ is proportional to the corresponding conditional preference score.

$$P(y|u, v', m_j) \propto f(u, v', m_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

For a triple $(u, v', m_j)$, we first use a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to encode the item embedding and latent representation of inherent item features into a vector, and then use the dot product between the obtained vector and the user embedding to obtain the preference score.

$$f(u, v', m) = u \cdot \phi(W_{\ell}\phi(W_{\ell-1}\phi(...\phi(W_1[v']\left[m_j\right])...)))^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

where $u, v' \in \mathbb{R}^{D_{uv}}$ are the user and item latent embedding vectors in $D_{uv}$-dimensional space (and it is not same as $p_u$ and $q_v$ in Eq.(11) since $p_u$ and $q_v$ are used to calculate the exposure probability while $u$ and $v'$ are used to calculate the deconfounded preference); $m_j \in \mathbb{R}^{D_m}$ is the representation of inherent item features (i.e., latent representation that integrates all inherent features of item $v$) in $D_m$-dimensional space ($D_{uv}$ and $D_m$ are not necessarily equal), which is retrieved from data; $\ell$ is the number of layers in MLP; $W_i, i = 1, \ldots, \ell$ are weight matrices to be learned; and $\phi(\cdot)$ is the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function: $\phi(x) = \max(0, x)$.  

Algorithm 1 Deconfounded Causal Collaborative Filtering (DCCF)

Input:
- Observed interactions as user-item pair \((u, v)\) in the training data;
- The inherent item feature representation \(m\) for all items in \(D_m\)-dimensional space;
- L2-norm regularization weight: \(\lambda\);
- The number of sampled items for each user-item pair: \(n\)

Output:
- user representations \(U\);
- item representations \(V\);
- MLP network \(W_i\)

1: Train the exposure model and obtain \(P(v|u)\) as Eq.(11)
2: Random initialization of \(U, V, W_i\)
3: while not converged do
4:   for each batch in training set do
5:     \(\text{Loss} \leftarrow 0\)
6:     \(R(u,v) \leftarrow v \cup \text{Randomly sample } n \text{ items}\)
7:     \(m_j|_{d=1}^{d} \leftarrow \text{Sample inherent item features } d \text{ times following distribution } N(m_v, \sigma_m)\)
8:     \(\hat{y}_{uo} \leftarrow \frac{1}{d} \sum_{j=1}^{d} \sum_{\nu' \in R(u,v)} P(\nu'|u)f(u, \nu', m_j)\)
9:     \(\nu^- \leftarrow \text{Obtain negative sample}\)
10:    \(R(u, \nu^-) \leftarrow \nu^- \cup \text{Randomly sample } n \text{ items}\)
11:   \(m'_j|_{d=1}^{d} \leftarrow \text{Sample inherent item features } d \text{ times following distribution } N(m_{\nu^-}, \sigma_m)\)
12:    \(\hat{y}_{uo^-} \leftarrow \frac{1}{d} \sum_{j=1}^{d} \sum_{\nu' \in R(u,\nu^-)} P(\nu'|u)f(u, \nu', m'_j)\)
13:   \(\text{Loss} \leftarrow \text{Loss} + \ln(\sigma(\hat{y}_{uo} - \hat{y}_{uo^-}))\)
14:  \(\text{end for}\)
15: \(\text{end while}\)
16: \(\text{return } U, V, W_i\)

4.2.3 Calculate the Expectation. Combined Eq.(8) with Eq.(12), we have our estimation as follows:

\[
P(y|u, do(v)) = \frac{1}{d} \sum_{j=1}^{d} \sum_{\nu' \in R(u,v)} P(\nu'|u)f(u, \nu', m_j) \tag{14}
\]

where \(P(\nu'|u)\) is obtained by Eq.(11) and \(f(u, \nu', m_v)\) is calculated by Eq.(13). The calculation of \(\hat{y}_{uo}\) is shown in Figure 4.

4.3 Model Learning

In this section, we will introduce details about model learning, i.e., how to learn the estimation as Eq.(14). In this work, we use the pair-wise learning-to-rank algorithm [30] for training. Suppose we observe user \(u\) interacted with item \(v_i\) in the dataset, The estimated preference \(\hat{y}_{ui}^+\) is obtained from Eq.(14). We sample another item \(v_j \in V\) that user \(u\) did not interact with as a negative sample. The estimated preference for negative sample \(v_j\) is represented as \(\hat{y}_{uj}^-\). The difference between two estimated preferences is noted as \(\hat{y}_{ui;j}\).

\[
\hat{y}_{ui;j} = \hat{y}_{ui}^+ - \hat{y}_{uj}^- \tag{15}
\]

Given the observed interactions, we randomly sample a negative item for each user-item pair in implementation. Specifically, we use \(V_u^+\) to represent the observed items set for user \(u\) \((v_i \in V_u^+)\)
and \(V_u^-\) to represent the sampled negative item set for user \(u\) \((v_j \in V_u^-)\). The recommendation loss function can be written as:

\[
L = - \sum_{u \in U} \sum_{v_j \in V_u^+} \sum_{v_i \in V_u^-} \ln(\sigma(y_{uij})) + \lambda_\theta \|\Theta\|_2^2
\]

where \(\Theta\) represents all parameters of the model; \(\lambda_\theta\) is the L2-norm regularization weight; \(\sigma(\cdot)\) is the sigmoid function: 

\[
\sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}
\]

It is worth mentioning that the representation of inherent item feature \(m\) and exposure probability model to calculate \(P(v'|u)\) are pre-trained and fixed during the training of our model. The overall algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1.

### 4.4 Identifiability Issue

In this section, we discuss the identifiability of our estimated causal preference. Generally speaking, identifiability in causal inference indicates whether we can use observed data to estimate target values with consistency [23, 27]. From a view of causal inference in statistics, \((y, u, v, m)\) is unobserved in the data thus the target value \(P(y|u, do(v))\) (Eq.(14)) is unidentifiable. Such non-identifiability problems are common problems in recommender systems. The reason is that recommender systems are often estimated from datasets containing a very high portion of missing data. Many works [22, 34, 42] have shown that the missing data is often missed not at random (MNAR) in reality, and recent research [23] has shown that the target value is unidentifiable to any method if MNAR exists. Even if the target values are unidentifiable, in many practical intelligent systems such as recommender systems, we still need to estimate reasonably good values for such unidentifiable variables [40, 56, 58], so as to make it possible to provide practical services for users. One example is to estimate \(P(y|u, v')\) where \(v'\) is an item that user \(u\) never interacted with before. Real-world recommender systems usually have billions of items, but each individual user only has interacted with tens or at most hundreds of them. Even though most of the \((u, v')\) interactions cannot be observed, we still need to estimate the probability of such interactions, because only by doing so can we provide recommendations to users [40, 56, 58]. If we give up any attempt to estimate such unidentifiable variables, then many intelligent services will be impossible in practice.

In our model, the key to estimate such unidentifiable variables is through “collaborative learning”. The basic idea is that, although the target value is unobserved, there could exist some other similar examples whose values are observed, so that we can borrow their values to estimate the target value. By doing so, the examples can “collaborate” with each other so as to help estimate the values of each other, which is the key idea of “collaborative filtering” – one type of collaborative learning techniques. In our model, More specifically, given \((y, u, v, m_u)\) is observed, \((y, u, v', m_u)\) is indeed unobserved, but if \(v\) and \(v'\) share similar features, \(m_v\) and \(m_{v'}\) will also be similar representations learned by language models. Specifically, when we calculate \(P(y|u, v', m_j)\), considering \(m_j\) is similar to \(m_v\) (i.e., \(m_j\) is sampled from \(N(m_v, \sigma_m)\)), if \(v'\) shares similar inherent item feature with \(v\), then \(m_{v'}\) is also similar to \(m_j\), thus \(P(y|u, v', m_j)\) is similar to observed \(P(y|u, v, m_u)\). On the contrary, if \(v'\) is very different from \(v\), then \(m_{v'}\) is also different from \(m_j\), which will lead to \(P(y|u, v', m_j)\) being quite different from \(P(y|u, v, m_u)\). The above is a direct implication of the collaborative learning principle in representation learning techniques.

### 5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate the efficacy of our deconfounded recommender (DCCF) on real datasets. In particular, we aim to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: How do deconfounded models perform on real-world datasets?
- **RQ2**: How does DCCF perform compared with other deconfounded models?
- **RQ3**: How does the number of sampled items influence the performance and efficiency?
5.1 Data Description

5.1.1 Real-world Data. Our experiments are conducted on the Amazon Review Datasets\(^1\) [24] and Yelp dataset \(^2\). Amazon Review Datasets include user, item, rating and product metadata spanning from May 1996 to October 2018. More specifically, we experiment with two categories in Amazon Review Datasets, (1) Electronics and (2) CDs and Vinyl. Yelp dataset includes user, business, rating and business information. For each dataset, we consider ratings \(\geq 4\) as positive feedback (likes) and ratings \(\leq 3\) as negative feedback (dislikes). We sample 70% of positive interaction as training data, 10% as validation data and the remaining 20% as testing data. The statistics about the datasets are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># users</th>
<th># items</th>
<th># interactions</th>
<th>Sparsity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>33602</td>
<td>16448</td>
<td>788143</td>
<td>99.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDs and Vinyl</td>
<td>6867</td>
<td>6953</td>
<td>249456</td>
<td>99.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>21439</td>
<td>15914</td>
<td>996118</td>
<td>99.71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Statistics about datasets

- RQ4: How different exposure models influence the performance?

We will first describe datasets, baselines and implementation details and then provide our results and analysis.

\(^1\)https://nijianmo.github.io/amazon/index.html
\(^2\)https://www.yelp.com/dataset
\(^3\)https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=r
consider each data sample with equal probability to be chosen into the testing set. All data and source code will be released when paper is published.

5.1.2 Synthetic Data. The main purposes of using synthetic data are two fold: 1) to show the effectiveness of our model on mitigating the effect of unobserved confounders because the effect of unobserved confounders may not be measured in real-world data; 2) to observe the performance if the mediator cannot “interpret” all causal effect from item to preference. We generate two synthetic datasets SD1 and SD2 for the two purposes, respectively. For SD1, we follow the data generation process described in our designed causal graph (i.e., Figure 3). More specifically, we use a Matrix Factorization model to generate interactions, and use a neural network which takes users and inherent item features as input to obtain the feedback. For SD2, we combine two neural networks, one takes users and inherent item features as inputs to obtain the feedback, and the other takes users and items as inputs to obtain the feedback. In order to simulate a situation where the selected mediator captures most of the causal effects from items to preference, we scale down the output of the second neural network by a small value (e.g., 0.1). For both synthetic datasets, we assume that there are 900 users and 1000 items. The inherent item feature is generated by a neural network. When generating the data for training, we include the effect of confounders (randomly generated). When generating the data for testing, we eliminate the effect of confounders to obtain an unbiased testing set. For each user, we generate 20 interactions for training and 5 interactions for testing.

5.2 Baselines

We introduce the baselines used in our experiments as follows.

- **MF** [30]: The matrix factorization model, which uses matrix factorization as the prediction function under the Bayesian personalized ranking framework.
- **DMF** [54]: Deep Matrix Factorization is a deep learning model for recommendation, which filters the user-item interaction matrix through a neural network architecture for prediction.
- **DecRS** [40]: A deconfounded recommendation model for alleviating bias amplification, which identifies the confounder as user historical distribution over item groups, and further applies back-door adjustment to mitigate the impact of the confounder.
- **IPW-MF** [35]: Inverse Propensity Weighting Matrix Factorization for recommendation, which adapts causal inference (inverse propensity weighting, specifically) on the matrix factorization model to handle the selection bias in observational data.
- **DCF** [44]: A deconfounded recommendation model, which uses an exposure model to construct a substitute confounder and then conditions on the substitute confounder for modeling.
- **HCR** [59]: A deconfounded recommendation model, which considers click behavior as mediator and designs a multi-task learning framework that simultaneously learns the probability of click and post-click behavior to mitigate confounding effect.
- **DCCF_NS**: This is a no-item-sampling variant of our model. Specifically, for a user-item pair \((u, v)\), this variant only uses \(P(v|u)f(u, v, m)\) in Eq.(13) as the estimated preference. It can be considered as a reweighting method.
- **DCCF_ND**: This is a no-deconfounding (ND) variant of our model. Specifically, for a user-item pair \((u, v)\), this variant only uses \(f(u, v, m)\) in Eq.(13) as the estimated preference. It can be considered as our model (DCCF) without the front-door adjustment, which loses the deconfounding ability.

The baselines include both classical association-based recommendation models (MF and DMF) and state-of-the-art deconfounded recommendation models (DecRS, IPW-MF, DCF and HCR), as well as two ablated variants of our own model (DCCF_NS and DCCF_ND). Many recent deconfounded
methods such as DecRS mainly focus on mitigating one specific confounder, while our model is used to mitigate the effect of unobserved confounders. Some other deconfounded methods require certain user information such as user social networks [8], which is not suitable as a baseline for our problem setting. Finally, we use DCCF to denote the complete version of our model.

5.3 Evaluation Metrics

Our model aims to estimate the accurate preference with the existence of unobserved confounders. To evaluate the deconfounding performance, some deconfounded models, which mainly focus on one specific confounder, group items or users by the value of the confounder and compare the performance among groups. For example, Zhang et al. [58] treat item popularity as the confounder, thus the deconfounding performance is evaluated by grouping items by item popularity and calculating the recommendation ratio for each group. In our case, however, it is impossible to group users or items by unobserved confounders.

Since the deconfounded recommendation will obtain more accurate estimation of preference to improve the recommendation performance [44], we evaluate our model and baselines on the top-\(K\) recommendation task. We adopt three widely used metrics to evaluate recommendation performance including: Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain@\(K\) (nDCG@\(K\) for short), Recall@\(K\) (Rec@\(K\) for short), and Precision@\(K\) (Pre@\(K\) for short). The calculation of the three metrics is given as follows:

\[
\text{nDCG@}K = \frac{1}{|U|} \sum_{u \in U} \frac{\text{DCG}_u@K}{\text{IDCG}_u@K}
\]

\[
\text{Rec@}K = \frac{1}{|U|} \sum_{u \in U} \frac{|TP_u|}{|TP_u| + |FN_u|}
\]

\[
\text{Pre@}K = \frac{1}{|U|} \sum_{u \in U} \frac{|TP_u|}{|TP_u| + |FP_u|}
\]

where \(\text{DCG}_u@K\) is the Discounted Cumulative Gain at position \(K\) for user \(u\), \(\text{IDCG}_u@K\) is the Ideal Discounted Cumulative Gain through position \(K\) for user \(u\), \(|TP_u|\) is the number of recommended items that are relevant for user \(u\) at position \(K\), \(|TP_u| + |FN_u|\) is the total number of relevant items for user \(u\), and \(|TP_u| + |FP_u|\) is the total number of recommended items at position \(K\) for user \(u\). In our experiment, we refer to [44] and set \(K = 5\).

5.4 Implementation Details

We use the same training, validation and testing sets for all models, including our models and baseline models. For evaluation, we apply real-plus-N [32] to calculate the values of each metric. Concretely, for each user in the validation and testing set, we randomly sample 1000 negative items for ranking evaluation in real-world data and 100 negative items for synthetic data. All recommendation models adopt the Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [30] framework for pairwise learning. During the training, we sample one negative item that the user did not interact with for each interacted user-item pair. We optimize the models using mini-batch Adam with a batch size of 128.

To obtain the inherent feature representation of the items (i.e., \(m_v\) in Eq.\(13\)), we apply a pre-trained transformer-based sentence embedding model\(^4\) to represent the textual information of an item into a dense vector embedding with dimension 768. For the Amazon Review Datasets, the textual information comes from the ‘title’, ‘feature’, and ‘literal description’ of each item, which

\(^4\)we apply the pre-trained paraphrase-distilroberta-base-v1 sentence embedding model in a public transformer implementation: https://github.com/UKPLab/sentence-transformers
are included in the meta-data of the Amazon review dataset. For the Yelp dataset, we include the 'name', 'address', 'city', 'state', 'attributes', and 'categories' of the business into the inherent feature, which can be found in the business information in the Yelp dataset. We use the above pre-trained sentence transformer to convert the textual information into separate embeddings and further take the average as the inherent feature representation of the item.

For the hyper-parameters, we perform the grid-search and search the user/item embedding dimension from {32, 64, 128}, the structure of the neural network is a two-layer MLP with dimension 64 for deep models. For all recommendation models, we search the learning rate from {0.0005, 0.001, 0.003, 0.005}, the $\ell_2$-regularization weight is chosen from {1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5}. The total number of epochs is set to 100. For a fair comparison, we tune the parameters to the best performance for each model on the validation data based on nDCG@5. For our model, we sample 20 items for each user-item pair for calculating the expectation (i.e., the number of sampled items $n$ in Section 4.2) and sample 2 inherent item feature values for calculating the integration (i.e., the number of sampled item features $d$ in Section 4.2). We set the variance of the distribution of inherent item feature as 0.1 (i.e., $\sigma_m$ in Section 4.2). To obtain the exposure probability calculated based on Eq.(11), we estimate the user independent propensity scores as [34]:

$$p_{vu} = \left( \frac{\sum_{u \in U} y_{uv}}{\max_{u' \in U} \sum_{u \in U} y_{u'u'}} \right)^\eta$$

Here $y_{uv}$ is an indicator: $y_{uv} = 1$ if the user-item pair $(u, v)$ is observed in the dataset, $y_{uv} = 0$ otherwise. We set $\eta = 0.5$ in the experiment. The running time of our model is about 40 seconds/epoch for Electronics, 15 seconds/epoch for CDs and Vinyl and 35 seconds/epoch for Yelp.

5.5 Results and Discussion

In this section, we aim to answer RQ1 and RQ2. For real-world data, the recommendation performance for models on the SKEW splitting datasets are shown in Table 3. The SKEW splitting strategy simulates a test set as a result of randomized experiment, and the test distribution is different from the training distribution. The recommendation performance on the RAND splitting datasets are shown in Table 4. The RAND splitting strategy is the regular splitting strategy that randomly splits data samples into testing set, thus the training and testing distributions are constant. Comparing the RAND and SKEW splitting strategies, we can observe that the recommendation performance with the RAND splitting strategy is consistently better than the performance with the SKEW splitting strategy on all three datasets. This shows that learning recommendation models when the training and testing distributions are different (SKEW) is a more challenging task than under the same train-test distribution (RAND).

The following observations are consistent no matter what the splitting strategy is. First, the recommendation models shown in Table 3 and Table 4 can be categorized into classic association-based models and deconfounded models, where the difference between the two is whether the effects of confounders are mitigated or not. From the results, we can see that the deconfounded recommendation models (DecRS, IPW-MF, DCF, HCR and DCCF) achieve better recommendation performance than classic recommendation models (MF and DMF) in most cases on all three datasets. When averaging across all deconfounded recommendation models on all datasets using the SKEW splitting strategies, the deconfounded models achieve 54.3% relative improvement on nDCG@5 than classic recommendation models, 55.0% on Recall@5, and 51.7% on Precision@5. When averaging across all deconfounded recommendation models on all datasets using the RAND splitting strategies, the deconfounded models achieve 4.9% relative improvement on nDCG@5, 2.9% on Recall@5, and 8.3% on Precision@5. According to this comparison, we can observe that the existence of confounders will lead to inaccurate recommendations and deconfounded recommendation
models will improve the recommendation performance by mitigating the effect of confounders. Meanwhile, comparing the improvement on both splitting strategies, the improvement brought by the deconfounded models is more significant on the SKEW datasets than the RAND datasets.

Among deconfounded recommendation models, we can see that our DCCF model achieves the best recommendation performance in most cases. Compared with the strongest deconfounded model in baseline, when averaging across all datasets using the SKEW splitting strategies, our model yields 18.2% improvement on nDCG@5, 16.9% improvement on Recall@5, and 17.2% improvement on Precision@5. When averaging across all datasets using the RAND splitting strategies, our model yields 4.9% improvement on nDCG@5, 5.7% improvement on Recall@5, and 4.4% improvement on Precision@5. These observations imply that by applying the front-door adjustment into the estimation of user's preference, our model is capable of reducing the effect of unobserved confounders and further improving the recommendation performance. Moreover, based on the results, applying the front-door adjustment is more effective than other deconfounded models.

Although the front-door adjustment is effective on reducing the effect of unobserved confounders, it requires inherent item features. We need to confirm that the improved performance is indeed brought by the deconfounding effect instead of the use of inherent item features. Therefore, we...
consider a variant of our model DCCF_ND, which also involves inherent item feature representation into estimation but without the front-door adjustment as deconfounding component. More specifically, unlike DCCF that applies the front-door adjustment with weighted sum over sampled items to obtain the estimation of a user-item pair, DCCF_ND only considers the user-item pair itself when calculating the estimation. From the performance in Table 3 and Table 4, we can see that DCCF_ND is even worse than classic models in many cases. Therefore, the improvement of our model is brought by deconfounding with the front-door adjustment instead of involving inherent item feature representation into calculation. We also include a variant of our model DCCF_NS, which involves exposure probability but without sampled items. It can be considered as a reweighting method, instead of applying the front-door adjustment. From the performance in Table 3 and Table 4, we can see that DCCF_NS is able to improve recommendation performance compared with classic models, and even achieve better performance than deconfounded models in some cases. However, it cannot obtain better performance than our model. Therefore, applying front-door adjustment is more effective than using exposure probability for reweighting.

For synthetic datasets, the recommendation performance for models are shown in Table 5. Dataset SD1 simulates a scenario where the selected inherent item features completely intercept the causal effect from items to preference, while SD2 represents a situation where the mediator intercepts a significant portion of the causal effect from items to preference. We can observe that deconfounded models still achieve better performance than classical models. Among different deconfounded models, DecRS and IPW-MF mainly focus on mitigating the effect of item popularity, therefore, they can only achieve slightly improved performance since the confounders in synthetic data are not necessary related to item popularity. The remaining deconfounded models (i.e., DCF, HCR and DCCF) are not restricted to a specific confounder, thus are capable of achieving better deconfounding performance. Our DCCF model achieves the best performance on both synthetic datasets, which illustrate the effectiveness of our model on mitigating the effect of unobserved confounders, even when the mediator cannot fully intercept the causal effect from items to preference.

### 5.6 Influence of the Number of Sampled Items

In this section, we will discuss the influence of the number of sampled items to answer RQ3. As we mentioned in Section 4.2, instead of strictly following the front-door adjustment as Eq.(7), we randomly sample a set of items and estimate the preference by the sample-based front-door adjustment (i.e., as Eq.(8)).
Table 6. The recommendation performance of DCCF under different exposure models on three datasets using the SKEW splitting strategy. We report the evaluation on ranking task with metrics nDCG@5, Recall@5 and Precision@5. The best results are highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Electronics nDCG@5</th>
<th>Electronics Rec@5</th>
<th>Electronics Pre@5</th>
<th>CDs and Vinyl nDCG@5</th>
<th>CDs and Vinyl Rec@5</th>
<th>CDs and Vinyl Pre@5</th>
<th>Yelp nDCG@5</th>
<th>Yelp Rec@5</th>
<th>Yelp Pre@5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCCF_Random</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
<td>0.0333</td>
<td>0.0272</td>
<td>0.0831</td>
<td>0.0613</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>0.0722</td>
<td>0.0418</td>
<td>0.0695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCCF_Uniform</td>
<td>0.0338</td>
<td>0.0334</td>
<td>0.0272</td>
<td>0.0853</td>
<td>0.0634</td>
<td>0.0723</td>
<td>0.0717</td>
<td>0.0411</td>
<td>0.0691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCCF_Bias</td>
<td>0.0687</td>
<td>0.0652</td>
<td>0.0549</td>
<td>0.2053</td>
<td>0.1535</td>
<td>0.1700</td>
<td>0.1106</td>
<td>0.0666</td>
<td>0.1071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCCF_Unbias</td>
<td>0.0846</td>
<td>0.0814</td>
<td>0.0670</td>
<td>0.2167</td>
<td>0.1654</td>
<td>0.1806</td>
<td>0.1124</td>
<td>0.0682</td>
<td>0.1090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. The recommendation performance of DCCF under different exposure models on three datasets using the RAND splitting strategy. We report the evaluation on ranking task with metrics nDCG@5, Recall@5 and Precision@5. The best results are highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Electronics nDCG@5</th>
<th>Electronics Rec@5</th>
<th>Electronics Pre@5</th>
<th>CDs and Vinyl nDCG@5</th>
<th>CDs and Vinyl Rec@5</th>
<th>CDs and Vinyl Pre@5</th>
<th>Yelp nDCG@5</th>
<th>Yelp Rec@5</th>
<th>Yelp Pre@5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCCF_Random</td>
<td>0.0609</td>
<td>0.0581</td>
<td>0.0469</td>
<td>0.1194</td>
<td>0.0867</td>
<td>0.1008</td>
<td>0.1332</td>
<td>0.0799</td>
<td>0.1277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCCF_Uniform</td>
<td>0.0627</td>
<td>0.0598</td>
<td>0.0484</td>
<td>0.1199</td>
<td>0.0862</td>
<td>0.1005</td>
<td>0.1428</td>
<td>0.0860</td>
<td>0.1362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCCF_Bias</td>
<td>0.1510</td>
<td>0.1362</td>
<td>0.1139</td>
<td>0.2886</td>
<td>0.2164</td>
<td>0.2360</td>
<td>0.2876</td>
<td>0.1743</td>
<td>0.2673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCCF_Unbias</td>
<td>0.1583</td>
<td>0.1422</td>
<td>0.1194</td>
<td>0.2939</td>
<td>0.2290</td>
<td>0.2428</td>
<td>0.2958</td>
<td>0.1786</td>
<td>0.2733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To discuss how the number of sampled items influence the recommendation performance, in Figure 5, we plot nDCG@5 for DCCF (i.e., DCCF_Unbias in Figure 5) with different numbers of sampled items. We can observe that the recommendation performance increases with the increasing of the number of sampled items, but the magnitude of the increment decreases as the number of sampled items increases. Considering the model applies a two layer MLP with dimension $D_{uv}$, the time complexity of calculating Eq.(13) would be $(D_{uv} + D_m)D_{uv} + 2D_{uv}^2$. Suppose $D_m$ is linear to $D_{uv}$, the time complexity is $O(D_{uv}^2)$. For a fixed number of sampled inherent item feature $d$ ($d \ll D_{uv}$), if the number of sampled item $n$ is small enough (i.e., $n \ll D_{uv}$), the time complexity of calculating $P(y|u, do(v))$ is $O(D_{uv}^2)$. However, if $n$ is large (i.e., linear to $D_{uv}$), the time complexity would be $O(D_{uv}^3)$. Additionally, larger $n$ will occupy more memory during the training. Therefore, it is important to choose an appropriate value of $n$ to balance the recommendation performance and efficiency when applying the DCCF model.

5.7 Influence of Exposure Models

In this section, we will discuss the influence of the exposure models to answer RQ4. As we mentioned before, the exposure probability, which is required by the front-door adjustment but not available in the feedback data, is an essential component of our model. To empirically show the influence of it, we design three versions of our model with different exposure probabilities. The only difference among them is how to obtain the exposure probability.

- **DCCF_Random**: In this model, the exposure probabilities are not learned from the data, instead, we randomly generate a matrix to represent the exposure probability.
- **DCCF_Uniform**: In this model, we assume that each item has an equal probability to be exposed for each user.
- **DCCF_Bias**: In this model, we estimate the exposure probability as Eq.(10), and use the pair-wise learning method to train the model based on implicit feedback.
Fig. 5. nDCG@5 for different exposure probability models under different numbers of sampled items.

- **DCCF_Unbias**: This model is the same as DCCF in Table 3 and Table 4. Concretely, we consider the bias in the implicit feedback data, and apply Eq.(11) to obtain unbiased estimation of exposure probabilities.

Following the setting in main experiment, we evaluate three datasets using two splitting strategies on ranking task with metrics nDCG@5, Recall@5 and Precision@5. The recommendation performance on the SKEW splitting strategy is shown in Table 6 and the performance on the RAND splitting strategy is shown in Table 7. For each of the version, we use the same representation of inherent item features and sample 10 items for each pair to calculate the estimated preference.
From the results, we can see that DCCF-Unbias achieves the best performance; DCCF_Random and DCCF_Uniform have the worst performance (DCCF_Random and DCCF_Uniform get similar performance) in most cases. This observation is consistent on both RAND and SKEW splitting strategies. Comparing the four versions with different exposure models shows that accurate exposure probability will lead to accurate estimation under the front-door adjustment. Specifically, the exposure probability is not observed in the feedback data, therefore, we need to learn a model to estimate it from observational feedback data. DCCF_Unbias uses the unbiased estimation and gets the most accurate exposure probability, while DCCF_Random randomly generates exposure probabilities and DCCF_Uniform applies uniform probabilities, which are irrelevant with the feedback data, and thus will get the least accurate probability. We can see that the ranking of the exposure probability accuracy matches the ranking of recommendation performance.

The exposure model affects our model in several ways, i.e., not only the best recommendation performance, but also the trend of the recommendation performance as the number of sampled item increases. As we mentioned in Section 4 and Eq. (14), we apply the front-door adjustment over a set of sampled items to make it suitable for the recommendation scenario. Ideally, if there exist the ground truth values of exposure probability and we apply them into the calculation, then increasing the number of sampled items may reduce the efficiency but will at least not hurt the performance significantly.

In order to investigate how our model changes with increasing the number of sampled items under different exposure models, we plot nDCG@5 for four versions of the model with different numbers of sampled items, as shown in Figure 5. As we can see from the figure, the performance of DCCF_Unbias increases with the increasing of sample number, the performance of DCCF_Bias increases first and then drops after 5 samples, and the performance of DCCF_Random and DCCF_Uniform is monotonically decreasing. Meanwhile, for a given number of sampled items, the performance among the four models follows the conclusion as Table 6 and Table 7 in most cases, i.e., DCCF_Unbias > DCCF_Bias > DCCF_Random/DCCF_Uniform.

For DCCF_Unbias, since it has the most accurate exposure probability, it will achieve better performance with more sampled items. For DCCF_Bias, the probability is also learned from data as DCCF_Unbias but not accurate enough due to ignoring the bias. Therefore, when the number of sampled items is small, the model can get slightly better performance with the help of sampled items. However, when more sampled items are involved into the estimation, inaccurate probabilities may mislead front-door adjustment and hurt the performance, thus resulting in performance drops. For DCCF_Random/DCCF_Uniform, the sampled items do not provide useful information but instead introduce noises that completely mislead the front-door adjustment, and thus hurt the performance. In summary, accurate exposure probability will improve the performance while inaccurate probability hurts the performance. Therefore, it is important to adopt an accurate exposure model to obtain better performance.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we notice that the unobserved confounders may result in inaccurate recommendations. To solve this problem, we propose a deconfounded causal collaborative filtering (DCCF) model based on front-door adjustment. Specifically, we first design a causal graph to depict user behaviors with unobserved confounders. We then apply the front-door adjustment to design the model for mitigating the influence of unobserved confounders. Considering the large scale of items in real-world system, we use the sample-based front-door adjustment to calculate the deconfounded estimation of users’ preference. Experiments on real-world datasets with both skewed splitting and random splitting show that our deconfounded model can outperform both classical association-based models and deconfounded recommendation models. Furthermore, the experiments on the
influence of exposure models show that the performance of our DCCF model is affected by the accuracy of the learned exposure probabilities. Therefore, a proper exposure model helps improve the recommendation performance of our deconfounded recommendation model.

**Limitations and future work.** Our model treats all confounders as bias terms and removes all of their influence from the recommender system. However, the confounders may not always be harmful from the provider side. In practice, certain confounders can be useful and their effects should be remained in the recommendation. This requires a mixed recommendation strategy that considers partially associative rules and partially causal rules. The causal model used in DCCF could also be adapted to increase the interpretability of the recommender systems, as another important aspect to be considered for recommendation.
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